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Coach a high-performing and passionate digital product team Be part of a team with a

reputation for successful delivery Role Details Are you a seasoned leader with a passion for

guiding high-performing teams towards success? Do you excel in leveraging facilitation

skills to drive impactful decision-making processes? If so, we invite you to join our dynamic

digital product development team as a Scrum are looking for an experienced Scrum Master to

lead and mentor our team leveraging agile methodologies, fostering a culture of collaboration,

innovation, and continuous improvement. Utilising your expertise in the facilitation of

decision-making processes that drive meaningful outcomes, you will ensure our team

delivers products of the highest quality and value. While managing the progress and

performance of our multi-disciplinary teams you will identify opportunities to recommend

and implement systematic improvements. You will also support the successful delivery

of digital products into the South Australian community through the facilitation of agile

ceremonies that include the demonstration of products to a wide variety of outcomes of the

role: 1. Determine, plan and manage tasks, issues, risks and action items, including goals

and priorities, to ensure the delivery of significant digital products to meet agreed

performance objectives. 2. Deliver and lead scrum events and meetings, including

facilitating and implementing robust and disciplined decision-making processes. 3. Manage

progress and performance of scrum teams and recommend and deliver systematic

improvements, with a focus on value creation. This includes ensuring the proper use of

collaborative processes and removing impediments for scrum teams. 4. Establish and foster

strategic partnerships, encouraging a culture of collaboration and delivering expert
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consultancy for the effective delivery of a range of significant digital products. 5. Lead, plan

and manage the delivery of demonstrations and product/system testing of digital solutions.

6. Provide consultancy services and expert advice into the development of models of

business processes and influence planning and change management processes within

government to ensure strategies are implemented in accordance with the government's

strategic intentions. 7. Lead and manage the establishment of comprehensive consultative

processes with key stakeholders and foster collaboration to develop strategic directions

consistent with the government's approach to whole of government initiatives. 8. Lead, guide

and mentor multi-disciplinary teams, model service excellence and champion continuous

learning to build team capacity and capability and the continuous improvement in product

and service delivery. 9. Plan for and facilitate workshops with senior representatives across

government to elicit feedback, drive creative ideas and solve complex business and

technical problems. Special Conditions The Incumbent will be required to participate in the

department's Performance Management Program. The Incumbent may be assigned to

another position at this remuneration level or equivalent. Some work outside of normal hours

will be required. This role requires a National Criminal History check. Working within a

confidential, commerciallyoriented and at times, politically sensitive environment.  Essential

Qualifications Recognised Scrum Master qualification For more information please see the

role description: The Department of the Premier and Cabinet (DPC) drives the Premier's

prioritiesin South Australia. Our vision is to be the heart of government through providing

important leadership, trusted advice and strategy as well ascentral support services for the

social, environmental and economic issues that we face. Our staff enjoy working with

colleagues who value integrity,knowledge and intellectual capability. They exemplify the

public sector purpose: Making a difference so South Australia thrives. About the Business

DigitalPrograms is responsible for leading a significant transformation program toreinvent

the way we deliver digital services to South Australians to make iteasier to do business with

government.  Contact Us Enquiries to Alice Zeuner - Executive and Business Support Officer

The Department of the Premier and Cabinet is committed to creating an inclusive and

diverse workplace that is reflective of the community we serve. We welcome and value

applications from candidates who are of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander descent,

candidates with culturally diverse backgrounds, candidates with disability and those from the

LGBTIQA+ community. We are committed to making reasonable adjustments to ensure a

safe and healthy working environment. If you require any additional support, please provide us



with details through the application process. The South Australian public sector promotes

diversity and flexible ways of working including part-time.Applicants are encouraged to

discuss the flexible working arrangements for this role. #J-18808-Ljbffr
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